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the second time the instrument is purchased within 30 days, the vienna protection plan is unlocked
for free, thereby providing a lifetime of access to the instrument (by way of the vienna protection

plan). however, it's worth noting that once the instrument has been unlocked for free, it is disabled,
and cannot be unlocked again. if you need to purchase a copy of the vienna key, it's available for

€24. because of the extension of the synchron wind ensemble portfolio, from the beginning of 2013
we have also been recording our vienna wind ensemble - wind slicer and out of the blue to give their
contribution to vsl vienna instruments pro. the great news is that both wind slicer and out of the blue
are absolutely free. as for the ensemble presets: they always come with a lot of articulations. unlike
many other libraries that have a limited number of preset options, vsl vienna instruments pro offers
30 out of 150 articulations. that means many more options and more possibilities. the idea behind

the new core ensemble is the "all instruments all the time" approach, meaning that we tried to reach
the best sound possible, whatever kind of instruments you are using. to achieve this goal, a key part

of the workflow included the editing of vsl vienna instruments pro itself to make it as easy as
possible to find your sounds and to select them at any time. we also worked on defining the

performance parameters in a way that you can set the same performance parameters for every
instrument, allowing for the quickest and most efficient workflow possible.
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